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Two alternative conceptions of communication have 

been alive in American culture since the term entered 

common discourse in the 19th century…. We might label 

these descriptions, if only to provide handy pegs upon 

which to hang our thought, a transmission view of 

communication and a ritual view of communication.

James W. Carey (1989)  
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The transmission view of communication is the 

commonest in our culture—perhaps in all industrial 

cultures—and it dominates dictionary entries under 

the term.  It is defined by terms such as imparting, 

sending, transmitting, or giving information to 

others.  It is formed from a metaphor of geography 

or transportation.  In the nineteenth century but to a 

lesser extent today, the movement of goods or 

people and the movement of information were seen 

as essentially identical processes and both were 

described by the common noun “communication.”

James W. Carey (1989)
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If one examines a newspaper under a trans-

mission view of communication, one sees the 

medium as an instrument for disseminating 

news and knowledge… in larger and larger 

packages over greater distances.  Questions 

arise as to the effects of this on audiences: 

news as enlightening or obscuring reality, as 

changing or hardening attitudes, as breeding 

credibility or doubt. 

James W. Carey (1989)
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Quantitative issues – The amount, speed, 

and extent of information flow

“How much information with how little noise may be 

transmitted at what speed and over what distance to 

how many locations?”  

Mark Poster (1995)
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In a ritual definition, communication is linked to 

terms such as sharing, participation, association, 

fellowship, and the possession of a common faith.  

This definition exploits the ancient identity and 

common roots of the terms commonness, 

communion, community, and communication.  

A ritual view of communication is directed not 

toward the extension of messages in space but 

toward the maintenance of society in time; not the 

act of imparting information but the representation 

of shared beliefs.

James W. Carey (1989)
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A ritual view of communication will focus on a 

different range of problems in examining a 

newspaper.  It will, for example, view reading a 

newspaper less as sending or gaining information 

and more as attending a mass, a situation in which 

nothing new is learned but in which a particular 

view of the world is portrayed and confirmed.

James W. Carey (1989)
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Qualitative issues
How shared performances 

participate in, define, and maintain 

specific communities.

Redundant and repetitive practices 

that define and sustain distinct 

communities.

ritual viewReview



Transmission and ritual views are 

not mutually exclusive

transmission or ritualReview



Neither of these counterposed views of communication 

necessarily denies what the other affirms.  A ritual view does 

not exclude the process of information transmission…It merely 

contends that one cannot understand these processes aright 

except insofar as they are cast within an essentially ritualistic 

view of communication and social order.  Similarly, even writers 

indissolubly wedded to the transmission view of communication 

must include some notion to attest however tardily to the place 

of ritual in social life.

James W. Carey (1989)
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